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The dynamics of one-dimensional excitons in liquids
Mirjam van Burgel, Douwe A. Wiersma, and Koos Duppen
Ultrafast Laser and Spectroscopy Laboratory, Department of Chemistry, Materials Science Center,
University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG, Groningen, The Netherlands

~Received 1 August 1994; accepted 23 September 1994!

The properties of excitons in one-dimensional molecular aggregates, dissolved at room temperature
in a liquid, were studied by means of femtosecond nonlinear optical experiments. Both the
one-exciton band~i.e., Frenkel-excitons! and multiexciton bands contribute to the observed
nonlinear optical response. The rapid motions in the liquid lead to ultrafast perturbations of the
molecular energy levels. This localizes the excitons on limited sections of the chains of aggregated
molecules. Ultrafast frequency-resolved pump–probe spectroscopy on the lowest two exciton bands
was employed to determine the delocalization length of the optical excitations. The kinetics of the
exciton populations was measured by ultrafast grating scattering experiments and time-resolved
single photon counting. A model is described in which the multiexciton bands act as doorway states
in the exciton–exciton annihilation process. These bands thereby determine the population decay of
the Frenkel excitons at high excitation densities. Room temperature photon echo experiments show
that stochastic perturbations of the exciton transition frequencies occur on two distinct time scales.
In particular the slow components of the fluctuations are affected by motional narrowing, associated
with the exciton delocalization length. It is therefore argued that the optical dephasing of excitons
is directly related to the spatial extent of the excitation on the aggregate chain. ©1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aggregates of molecules are nanostructures that ha
properties between those of a single molecule and bulk m
terial. The size of these aggregates may be rather sm
~2–10 monomer units!, such as for instance found for pho-
tosensitizing dye molecules on silver halogenides,1 but they
may also contain hundreds or thousands of molecules. E
amples of such large aggregates are the light harvesting p
ment molecules in natural photosynthetic antenna system2

and liquid solutions of certain kinds of dye molecules3

These systems have attracted a lot of attention, in particu
in view of their optical properties, which are distinctly dif-
ferent from those of the single molecules that constitute t
aggregate. A strong dependence on the size of the aggre
is observed, for instance of optical nonlinearities,4,5 or of the
superradiance decay rate.6 Such enhancement arises due t
excitonic interactions between the molecules, which cau
delocalization of the optical excitation over the monomers
the aggregate.7–9

Whereas the intermolecular interaction is the drivin
force for delocalization of the excitation over the entire ag
gregate, energetic disorder in the single-molecule energies
in the couplings between the molecules tend to localize t
excited-state wave function on a finite section of th
aggregate.10 The delocalization range is then determined b
the relative magnitude of the intermolecular coupling com
pared to the energetic disorder, instead of by the physic
size of the aggregate. The size dependence of the opt
properties thus only exists for aggregates that are small co
pared to this delocalization~or coherence-! length. For larger
aggregates the localization limits the expected enhancem
of the optical response, although the exciton may propag
in an incoherent way over the entire physical size of th
aggregate.
20 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (1), 1 January 1995 0021-960Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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In the past decade, the effects of energetic disorder o
the localization of excitation and the corresponding reductio
of collective effects in the~non-! linear optical response was
extensively studied.11–18This was usually done for static dis-
order, neglecting dynamic aspects due to coupling of the e
citonic system with a heat bath. Then the description of lo
calization can be done within a simple eigenstate picture; th
Hamiltonian in the basis set of the single-molecule site
eigenfunctions, with off-diagonal elements due to intermo
lecular couplings, is diagonalized to yield the delocalized
exciton energies in the basis set of exciton wave function
The energetic disorder is taken into account by assuming
static distribution in single-molecule energies and/or inter
molecular couplings. This picture in principle only holds for
zero-temperature, since coupling with a heat bath is not e
plicitly considered in the transition from the single-molecule
to the exciton picture.

At finite temperatures, the single-molecule energies an
intermolecular couplings fluctuate in a random manner, lead
ing to energetic disorder of a dynamical nature. Again, eve
in the absence of static disorder, localization of the excitatio
is expected. This is a more complicated process than th
zero-temperature case, where the localization is fully dete
mined by the balance between the intermolecular couplin
and the energetic disorder. At room temperature, the tim
scales that are associated with the coherent motion of th
exciton and with the solvent perturbations, have to be con
sidered as well.

For aggregates in liquid solution, at room temperature
the dynamical aspects of the disorder cannot be ignored. T
single-molecule energy levels are subject to very rapid pe
turbations from the solvent molecules. For individually sol-
vated molecules this leads to ultrafast dephasing of the op
cal transitions, which was in recent years extensively studie
6/95/102(1)/20/14/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicst¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen:
by a number of ultrafast techniques, such as transient h
burning,19 two- and three-pulse photon echoes,20–26 and
chirped four-wave mixing.27,28 For aggregates, the fluctua
tions lead to optical dephasing of the exciton optical tran
tions, and in addition they lead to localization of the excit
tion. Therefore, the spatial extent of the exciton and t
optical dephasing of the exciton transitions are both de
mined by the same physical phenomenon: the coupling of
aggregate energy levels with a heat bath. A microsco
theory of this connection has not been formulated, yet.

The nature of the optical transitions of room temperatu
aggregates as well as their dynamics are presently not v
well known. In this paper, the level structure and the dyna
ics of a linear aggregate, called TDBC, will be studied
liquid solution by ultrafast optical experiments. In Fig. 1, th
absorption spectrum of TDBC-molecules in water is show
together with the chemical structure of this molecule. T
monomer absorption spectrum can only be observed at v
low concentrations~!1026 M!. As the concentration is in-
creased, a sharp band appears that is considerably red-sh
from the maximum of the monomer absorption band. Th
new feature is due to the aggregation of the TDBC m
ecules.

We report here on ultrafast pump–probe experiments
the exciton bands of these aggregates, which provides in
mation on the spatial extent of the excitons. Grating scat
ing, time-resolved photon counting and photon echo exp
ments were employed to characterize the population de
and dephasing dynamics of the excitons under various e
tation conditions. The results of all experiments are int
preted in terms of a single model, based on conventio
exciton band theory for one-dimensional molecular system
with stochastic fluctuations of the transition frequencies
two, ultrafast time scales.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the vario
experiments and the sample handling will be described.

FIG. 1. Room temperature absorption spectra of TDBC in water. At v
low concentration~c!1026 M! absorption of monomers is observed~dashed
line!. At a concentration ofc5531025 M, hardly any monomer absorption
is visible anymore~solid line!, since the molecules have aggregated in
long one-dimensional chains. The red-shifted absorption at 587 nm is du
the excitation of Frenkel excitons on these chains. The molecular struc
of TDBC is shown in the inset.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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Sec. III, some aspects of the conventional theory for on
dimensional molecular excitons will be briefly reviewed
This part of the paper provides the background for the di
cussion of the experimental results, reported in the other se
tions of this paper. In Sec. IV, results of pump–probe exper
ments will be analyzed. In these nonlinear experiments, t
presence of multiexciton bands clearly shows up. This fe
ture can be used to determine the delocalization length of t
excitons. In Sec. V, results of exciton lifetime experiment
will be discussed. The relaxation time is shown to depend o
excitation density, which points to contributions from highe
exciton bands to the observed decay, or exciton–exciton a
nihilation of one-excitons as a decay channel. A simple k
netic picture of this process is presented, in which the mu
tiexciton bands act as doorway states in the annihilatio
process. In Sec. VI, the optical dephasing of the exciton tra
sitions is described, as measured in two-pulse photon ec
experiments. When large pulse angles are used, coheren
at the various multiexciton transitions give rise to intensit
dependent phenomena. In the low pulse-angle limit, the d
namics of the optical transitions of the lowest two exciton
bands is measured. Motional averaging of the exciton ov
part of the solvent fluctuations is shown to occur. Finally, i
Sec. VII, our findings are summarized and some conclusio
are drawn regarding a full microscopic description that con
nects optical dephasing and localization of these exciton
systems.

II. EXPERIMENT

TDBC is the sodium salt of 1,18-diethyl-3,38-
bis~4-sulfobutyl!-5,58,6,68-tetrachloro-benzimidazolo car-
bocyanine. This material was purchased from NKS~Japan
Research Institute for Photosensitizing Dyes Co., Tokyo, J
pan! and used by us without further purification. Aggregatio
occurred spontaneously when TDBC was dissolved in bidi
tilled water with a concentration of about 531025 M. The
pH of the solution was carefully adjusted at 11.0 by addin
NaOH, to prevent dye protonation. No monomers were o
served in any of the absorption spectra of the samples th
were used for the time-resolved experiments. The samp
consisted of a flowing jet stream with a thickness of abou
200 mm. The optical density varied with concentration and
thickness of the jet from O.D. 0.4 up to O.D. 0.8 for light
polarized parallel to the direction of the flow. Due to the
orientation of the linear aggregates in the jet stream, the o
tical density was about twice as low for polarization perpen
dicular to the direction of the flow.

The optical set-up, used for the photon echo, gratin
scattering, and pump–probe experiments, was the same
described previously.29 Pulses from a colliding-pulse-mode-
locked ~CPM! dye-laser~homebuilt!, pumped by an argon
ion laser~Coherent 90-6!, were amplified by a copper-vapor
laser~Oxford Lasers, ACL 35! at a repetition rate of 8.3 kHz.
Part of the amplified light~pulse energy 10 nJ! was injected
into an optical fiber to increase the spectral bandwidth b
self-phase modulation. Subsequently, the light beam was s
through a compressor, consisting of a set of two gratings a
four prisms. This yielded a pulse duration of 10 fs, as me
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22 van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
sured by an autocorrelation experiment in a 100mm thick
KDP crystal.

Depending on the requirements of the experiments,
ther two or three excitation and probe pulses were employe
At the sample, the energy of each 10 fs pulse was about
nJ ~'63108 photons/pulse!. Focused with a 75 mm focal
length lens, this gives a~two-level-! pulse angle of more than
Q5p/2 on the strongest aggregate exciton transition~see
Sec. VI!. At times neutral-density filters were used to limi
the pulse energy to the small-angle~perturbative-! limit. To
maintain short pulse durations at the sample, the pulse co
pressor was then readjusted to precompensate for the opt
dispersion in the filters.

The coherent signals were observed as a function of t
delay between the excitation and probe pulses. In case of
photon echo and grating scattering experiments, the aver
power of the signal was detected by a photomultiplier~EMI
9816!, and processed by a lock-in amplifier~EG&G 5209!
operating at 1.2 kHz. In case of the pump–probe expe
ments, differential absorption spectra were obtained by ta
ing the difference of the probe absorption spectrum with a
without pumping pulses present. These spectra were
corded with an OMA-system ~Princeton Instruments
ST1000!.

Time-correlated single photon counting was performe
using a microchannel plate detector~Hamamatsu 1534-
U01V!, mounted on a simple prism monochromator. Th
fluorescence was induced with one of the femtoseco
pulses, while another one triggered the time-to-amplitud
converter ~Ortec 457!. The overall response time of this
set-up was about 40 ps.

III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOLECULAR EXCITONS

When TDBC is dissolved in water at high concentratio
~c.1025 M!, aggregates are formed which presumably ha
a linear, quasi-one-dimensional structure.30,31 As shown in
Fig. 1, a relatively sharp aggregate absorption band~FWHM
250 cm21! is observed at 587 nm, red-shifted from the max
mum of the broad monomer absorption band at 513 n
~FWHM 900 cm21!. This new feature is due to the intermo
lecular coupling between the TDBC molecules, which caus
delocalization of the electronic excitations of TDBC ove
many sites of the aggregate. This is usually modeled in ter
of linear chains of two-level systems with parallel transitio
dipoles of magnitudem.7–9,11–17Without going into detail,
we will briefly describe here howN coupled two-level sys-
tems give rise to 2N aggregate levels, and how these separa
into exciton bands in which a certain number of single
molecule excitations is present.

The electronic states of the aggregate can be describ
by the Frenkel-exciton Hamiltonian,32

Ĥ5\ (
n51

N

vn~ b̂n
†b̂n!1\ (

n,m51

nÞm

N

Vnm~ b̂n
†b̂m1b̂m

† b̂n!

[ (
n,m51

N

Hnm~ b̂n
†b̂m!. ~1!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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Here,vn is the transition frequency of moleculen, b̂n
† andb̂n

are the conventional Pauli creation and annihilation operat
for an excitation on moleculen, andVnm is the interaction
between moleculesn andm. When only nearest-neighbo
coupling ~Vnm5Vn,n61! is considered, the Jordan–Wigne
transformation converts the Paulions of Eq.~1! into nonin-
teracting Fermions, which has the important advantage t
all 2N eigenstates of the aggregate can be obtained from
diagonalization of theN3N matrix ĤF .

33–35 The Hamil-
tonian ĤF is identical to Eq.~1!, but b̂n

† and b̂n are now
Fermion creation and annihilation operators.33–35

Since the number of excitations is conserved in the o
eration of ĤF , the aggregate eigenstates separate intoN
different sets of linear combinations of single-molecu
states, each with a fixed number of single-molecule exc
tions present. These are the one-, two-, three-, ...,N-exciton
bands, of which the lowest two are displayed in Fig. 2. T
i th band contains (i

N) states, which are labeled with quantum
numbersk1.k2.•••.ki with k51,...,N. A general eigenstate
in the i th band can be written as

uk1 ,k2 ,...,ki&5 (
n1 ,n2 ...ni51

ni.•••n2.n1

N

det~fk1n1
,fk2n2

,...,fkini
!

3un1 ,n2 ,...,ni& ~2!

with eigenfrequency

Vk1k2•••ki
5Vk1

1Vk2
1•••1Vki

. ~3!

Here un1,n2,...,ni& denotes a state where molecule
n1,n2,...,ni are excited and the others are in the ground sta
det~•••! denotes the Slater determinant of the componentsfkn

of the normalized eigenvectors ofĤF, andVk is an eigen-

FIG. 2. Level structure of linear aggregates. There areN exciton bands, of
which the lowest two are shown. The one-exciton band has a width ofV
and consists ofN states, labeled by quantum numberk. The two-exciton
band has a width of 4V and containsN(N21!/2 states, labeled by quantum
numbersk1 and k2 ~k1.k2!. The states at the bottom of the band, th
determine the optical response, are shown enlarged at the right with t
corresponding quantum numbers. The scale of the enlargement is d
mined by the number of states in the band. The rate constantsg are dis-
cussed in Sec. V.
No. 1, 1 January 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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23van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
frequency associated with quantum numberk. The operator
for dipole transitions between these eigenstates is

P̂5 (
n51

N

mn~ b̂n
†1b̂n!, ~4!

wheremn is the dipole matrix element of the single mo
ecules. Equation~4! shows that optical transitions are onl
allowed between two consecutive exciton manifolds.

For homogeneous aggregates, in which all sites have
same energy~vn[v! and all intermolecular couplings are
equal ~Vn,n61[V!, the delocalized eigenstates Eq.~2!, the
eigenfrequencies Eq.~3!, and the transition probabilities Eq
~4! can be found analytically.33–35 Energetic disorder~static
and/or dynamic! can be included in the model, by assumin
some distribution or dynamic behavior of the singl
molecule frequencies and the intermolecular couplings,
then the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian can only be p
formed numerically. For small disorder~compared to the in-
termolecular coupling!, the homogeneous eigenstates form
good starting point for perturbative treatments.12,13,17

We will use the general results of homogeneous agg
gates here as well, before we treat stochastic perturbation
the energy levels in Sec. VI. The fact that disorder leads
localization and optical dephasing is then taken care of i
phenomenological way. One immediate consequence is
the number of moleculesN, which appears in Eqs.~1!, ~2!,
and~4!, does not refer to the physical size of the aggrega
anymore, due to the localization. The excitation only exten
over an, as yet unknown, smaller subsection of the aggreg
chain. This means thatN now designates the delocalizatio
length of the excitons, instead of the physical length.

For homogeneous aggregates, the componentsfkn of the
eigenvectors are analytically derived to be33–35

fkn5A 2

N11
sinS pkn

N11D ~5!

and the eigenfrequenciesV, associated with each quantum
numberk, are found to be

Vk5v12V cosS pk

N11D . ~6!

By using these results in Eqs.~2!–~4!, expressions for all 2N

eigenstates with the corresponding eigenvalues and trans
moments can be found. We will briefly describe here so
relevant aspects of the lowest exciton bands.

In the one-exciton band, N molecules on the aggre
gate chain share one single-molecule excitation. This ban
centered at the single-molecule transition frequencyv, and
has a width of four times the interaction energyV between
the molecules in the chain. The delocalized states are
well-known Frenkel excitons,32 which are characterized by a
single quantum numberk. The N eigenstates of this band
follow from Eqs.~2! and ~5!,

uk&5 (
n51

N

fknun&5A 2

N11(
n51

N

sinS pkn

N11D un& ~7!
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while the eigenfrequencies are given by Eq.~6!. The states at
the bottom of this band are shown enlarged on the low
right-hand side of Fig. 2. The transition moments from th
ground stateug& to the variousk-states of the one-exciton
band are given by

mk,g5mmonA 2

N11

12~21!k

2
cotF pk

2~N11!G . ~8!

So, only states with an odd quantum numberk have oscilla-
tor strength~dipole moment squared!, and hence only these
states are visible in a~linear-! absorption spectrum as dis-
played in Fig. 1. The state withk51 contains by far the most
oscillator strength: up to 0.81~N11!mmon

2 for N@1, which is
about 81% of the total oscillator strength of the ground sta
to one-exciton transition. When the interaction energyV is
negative~J-aggregates!, which is the case for TDBC in wa-
ter, this state can be found at the bottom of the one-excito
band @see Eq.~6!#. Hence, the aggregation leads to a red
shifted absorption compared to the monomer, with an asym
metric tail to the high-energy side where absorption occurs
the higherk states~k53,5,...!. The large oscillator strength of
thek51 state is responsible for exciton super-radiance at lo
temperatures.6,13,15

In the two-exciton band, Nmolecules on the aggregate
chain share two single-molecule excitations. This band
centered at twice the single-molecule transition frequencyv,
and has a width of eight times the interaction energyV be-
tween the molecules in the chain. Since optical transition
can only occur between two adjacent exciton bands, tw
exciton states can only be probed by nonlinear optical e
periments. Of course, this also hold for the higher excito
bands~the three-, four-,...,N-exciton bands!. The states of the
two-exciton band are characterized by two quantum numbe
k1 andk2, which can take values from 1 toN ~k1.k2!. The
eigenfrequencies are, according to Eq.~3!, the sum of the
two independent one-exciton eigenfrequencies associa
with both k numbers. However, the wave functions of the
two-exciton band arenot the product of two independent
one-exciton wave functions. This is a consequence of th
Pauli exclusion principle; a molecule cannot be doubly ex
cited. TheN~N21!/2 wave functions of the two-exciton
band can be found by inserting Eq.~5! in Eq. ~2!,

uk1 ,k2&5 (
n1 ,n251

n2.n1

N

~fk1n1
fk2n2

2fk1n2
fk2n1

!un1 ,n2&

5
2

N11 (
n1 ,n251

n2.n1

N FsinS pk1n1
N11 D sinS pk2n2

N11 D

2sinS pk1n2
N11 D sinS pk2n1

N11 D G un1 ,n2&. ~9!

It immediately follows that states with the two quantum
numbersk1 and k2 equal do not exist, due to the Pauli ex-
clusion principle. Hence, the lowest energy state of the tw
exciton band isnot k151, k251, but k152, k251. Conse-
, No. 1, 1 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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quently, the energy difference between the bottom of
one- and two-exciton bands is larger than the energy diff
ence between the ground state and the one-exciton b
This feature can be employed to determine the delocaliza
length of the exciton, as will be discussed in Sec. IV. T
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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states at the bottom of the two-exciton band are shown e
larged on the upper right-hand side of Fig. 2.

The general expression for the transition moments b
tween the k-states of the one-exciton band and th
k1k2-states of the two-exciton band, is given by35
mk1k2 ,k
5mmonA 2

N11S dk2 ,k
11~21!k1

2
cotF pk1

2~N11!G2dk1 ,k
11~21!k2

2
cotF pk2

2~N11!G11/2~dk12k22k,02dk12k21k,0!

3H cotF pk1
2~N11!G1cotF pk2

2~N11!G J 11/2@dk11k21k,2~N11!2dk11k22k,0#H cotF pk1
2~N11!G2cotF pk2

2~N11!G J D . ~10!
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The properties of these transition moments are similar
those of the ground state to one-exciton band transitions. F
instance, the dominant transition from the one-excitonk51
state is toward thek152, k251 state of the two-exciton
manifold, which is located at the bottom of that band. Th
oscillator strength of this transition is 1.27~N11!mmon

2 for
N@1, which is about 70% of the total oscillator strength o
the k51 one-exciton state to the two-exciton band.

Expressions for states in the higher exciton bands can
obtained in the same way, using Eqs.~2!–~6!. These we will
not write down explicitly here. Before we finish this section
on the theoretical background, we will briefly summarize th
most important simplifying assumptions that were intro
duced, to be able to assess the validity of the theory for t
interpretation of the experimental results of the followin
sections.

Since we employ the results of homogeneous aggreg
theory as a basis for a treatment of localization effects a
optical dynamics, the quantum numbersk1,...,ki have to be
relevant for the identification of quantum states in the pre
ence of static or dynamic disorder. The various states in
exciton band can in principle be identified when th
linewidths of the transitions between these states are l
than their energy separationsVk2Vk61. Since the linewidth
is determined by damping processes, and the separation
the delocalization lengthN, which itself is dependent on
damping processes, this condition may always be fulfilled

The theory holds for one-dimensional aggregates wi
only nearest-neighbor coupling. Fidderet al.showed that the
exciton energy levels shift downward when interactions b
tween all molecules are taken into account, instead of on
nearest-neighbor couplings.15 Additional shifts may also oc-
cur due to a difference in solvation energy of the aggrega
compared to the monomer.36 For the purpose of this paper on
localization and optical dynamics of excitons in molecula
aggregates, these effects are of minor importance. Th
mainly lead to a modification in the experimentally dete
mined value of the nearest-neighbor coupling constantV,37

and to a lesser extent of the delocalization lengthN.
A more important point is the neglect of exciton–excito

interactions in the calculations of the multiexciton band
Such interactions may lead to states with a different chara
ter, for example biexcitons may be formed which are split-o
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from the two-exciton band.38 In case of Frenkel excitons, the
interactions are expected to be rather weak. It is at the m
ment not clear whether biexcitonic states play any role at
in the nonlinear optical response of molecular systems. Sin
so far no clear spectroscopic evidence has been reported
the existence of Frenkel interexcitonic interactions, we w
neglect them in the remainder of this paper.

IV. EXCITON DELOCALIZATION LENGTH

The~non-! linear optical properties of aggregates depen
on the delocalization length of the electronically excite
states. In general, this length is not known, and models a
required to extract it from the optical response. Localizatio
of excitation is related to the breaking of translation symm
try, which in liquids has a dynamical nature. Consequent
depending on the time scale of the experiment, a distributi
of exciton delocalization lengths will be found for an en
semble of excited aggregates. To determine the average n
ber of TDBC molecules with coherently coupled electron
excited states, we investigated the level structure of the lo
est two exciton bands. This was performed by pump–pro
experiments with ultrashort light pulses.

In a pump–probe experiment on aggregate excitons,
pump pulse creates predominantly one-excitons in the low
k-states @see Eq. ~8!#. These transitions are therefore
bleached for the duration of the population lifetime of th
excitons, which can be measured with a delayed probe pu
In addition, the excited state population of one-exciton
gives rise to absorption on the one- to two-exciton trans
tions. This was only recently demonstrated by Fidderet al.39

and by Minoshimaet al.40 for PIC aggregates, and by
Johnsonet al.41 for BIC aggregates. The absorption is some
what blue-shifted compared to the bleach, which, as we w
demonstrate, can be employed to determine the delocali
tion length of the excitons.

The strongest bleach on the transition from the grou
state to the one-exciton band involves thek51 state, with a
transition frequencyvg→k515v12V cos@p/~N11)#, ac-
cording to Eqs.~3! and ~6!. Here,v is the single-molecule
transition frequency of TDBC, andV is the intermolecular
coupling in the TDBC-aggregate, as derived from the diffe
ence between the single-molecule~513 nm! and aggregate
~587 nm! absorption maxima@Eq. ~6! in the limitN@1 gives
, No. 1, 1 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2V52455 cm21#. The strongest absorption from thek51
one-exciton state involves thek1k252,1 state of the two-
exciton band, as discussed in the previous section@Eq. ~10!#.
The frequency of this transition is, according to Eqs.~3! and
~6!, vk51→k1k252,15v12V cos@2p/~N11!#. The difference
between the pump-pulse induced bleach on the domin
ground state transition and the pump-pulse induced abs
tion on the dominant excited transition therefore is

vbleach2vabsorption52VFcosS p

N11D2cosS 2p

N11D G
'

3p2V

~N11!2
, ~11!

where the approximate equality holds forN@1. This differ-
ence can be measured in a pump–probe experiment.

Equation~11! shows that the difference between blea
and induced absorption is a function of the delocalizati
length N. The reason for this dependence is the reduc
phase space in the higher exciton bands. In the sing
molecule picture this arises due to the fact that a two-le
molecule cannot be excited twice. This was discussed in
previous section. For small delocalization lengths, the ‘‘pro
ability’’ for two single-molecule excitations in the two-
exciton band to be at the same site is higher than for la
delocalization lengths. The difference between the vario
transitions therefore depends explicitly on the delocalizat
length.

In Figs. 3, results are shown of pump–probe experime
with short~10 fs! optical pulses. The differential spectrum
plotted, i.e., the difference in the probe absorption spectr
with and without the pump pulse. For a detailed analysis
these spectra, it does not suffice to look at only the t
strongest transitions. More spectral components, altho
weaker, contribute to the observed line shapes. In addit
all lines are appreciably broadened by optical dephasing
that the bleach and induced absorption partially overl
which causes an artificial shift of the maxima. We therefo
have to take into account the level structure of the excit
bands@Eqs.~2! and~5!#, and the relevant transition momen
@Eqs.~8! and ~10!#.

The 10 fs pump–pulse causes bleaching over the en
absorption spectrum of the aggregate, due to its large ba
width. This means that the number of one-excitons, that
created in eachk-state, is simply proportional to the oscilla
tor strengthmk,g

2 , given by Eq.~8!, while the ground state
population is reduced with a factor proportional toSkmk,g

2 .
The interaction of the probe pulse with the sample can
separated into three parts;~1! stimulated emission from the
excited one-excitonk-states to the ground state~;mk,g

2 ); ~2!
bleach of the absorption from the ground state to the o
excitonk8-states~; mk8,g

2 !, wherek8 is not necessarily equa
to k; ~3! induced absorption from the one-excitonk states to
the two-excitonk1k2 states~;mk1k2,k

2 !.
When we sum up all these contributions to the pro

transmission, and subtract the probe absorption spect
without the pump pulse present, the result is the differen
absorption spectrum for zero pump–probe delay,
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DA~v!52F(
k,k8

mk,g
2 mk8,g

2
~11dkk8!F~vg→k2v!G

1F (
k1k2 ,k

mk,g
2 mk1k2 ,k

2 F~vk→k1k2
2v!G . ~12!

Here, it is assumed that the lineshape functionF~v! is the
same for all transitions. It will be shown in Sec. VI, where
the results of photon echo experiments are discussed, t
this line shape function is determined by stochastic fluctu
tions of the transition frequencies at two different time
scales. The form ofF~v! is given in Eq.~23!.

Using Eq.~12!, the initial pump–probe spectrum, before
population relaxation becomes important, can be calculate
For the bleach signal, given by the first part of Eq.~12!, all
transitions between the ground state and the one-excit
band withk and/ork851, 3, 5, and 7 were taken into ac-
count. The transition momentsmk,g are given by Eq.~8! and
the transition frequenciesvg→k5Vk by Eq. ~6!. Other states

FIG. 3. ~a! Frequency-resolved pump–probe signal of TDBC in water, pe
formed with broad bandwidth optical pulses with a duration of 10 fs~open
circles!. The pump–probe delay is 0 fs. A bleach~negative signal! and an
induced absorption~positive signal! partially overlap. The solid line is a
simulation of the signal, based on Eq.~12! with a delocalization length of 15
TDBC-monomers. For comparison, the calculated results with exciton de
calization lengths of 10 monomers~long dashed! and 20 monomers~short
dashed! are also shown.~b! Frequency-resolved pump–probe signal of
TDBC in water for three different delays of the probe pulse; 0 fs~solid line!,
200 fs ~dashed line!, and 2000 fs~dotted line!. The rapid decrease of the
signal at small delay is due to the coherent artefact that contributes to
signal when pump- and probe-pulses overlap in time.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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26 van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
in the one-exciton band were not considered, since the
evant oscillator strengths are negligible~less than 1% of the
strongest transition!. For the excited-state absorption sign
~which has opposite sign compared to the bleach peak!, the
transitions from the one-exciton statesk51, 3, and 5 were
considered. The largest transition momentsmk1k2,k involve,
according to Eq.~10!, the two-excitonk1k2-states 21 and 32,
41 and 32, and 61 and 52, respectively. The transition f
quenciesvk→k1k25Vk1k22Vk were calculated with Eqs.~3!
and ~6!. It follows that a number of these transition are d
generate~v1→215v3→325v5→52!.

The calculated differential absorption spectrum is co
pared with the experiment in Fig. 3~a! for different delocal-
ization lengthsN. From the similarity between the calcula
tion for N515 and the experimental result, we can conclu
that the average delocalization length of excitons of TDB
aggregates in room temperature water is about 15 molecu
For lower values ofN the maxima of the bleach and stimu
lated absorption are too far apart, while for higher values
N the bleach is too large compared to the stimulated abso
tion. The high energy side of the spectrum, where the cal
lated result forN515 deviates substantially from the exper
mental result, may be affected by transitions from the tw
exciton band to the three-exciton band and higher.41,42

In Fig. 3~b! is shown how the pump–probe signal rap
idly decreases when very small delays are introduced
tween the pump- and probe-pulses, while for larger dela
hardly any change seems to occur at all. The fast decreas
the signal does not represent ultrafast dynamics, such as
been suggested by Minoshimaet al.40 for PIC-aggregates at
low temperature and Gagelet al.43 for PIC aggregates at
room temperature, since the decrease follows the pulse e
lope. Instead, the additional signal around zero-delay is d
to coherent coupling between both optical beams. This gi
rise to the experimentally observed ‘‘coherent artefact,’’ th
is well-known in pump–probe experiments on two-level sy
tems. For three- or more-level systems such as aggrega
similar effect takes place; when the optical pulses overlap
time more permutations in field orderings contribute to t
observed signal than at finite delay. Hence, a rapid init
decrease of the signal is observed for small delays.

For well-separated optical pulses, the development of
signal as a function of pump–probe delay does reflect
true dynamics of the system. We found that the decay of
pump–probe signal varied with excitation conditions. As w
will show in Sec. V, this is probably due to intensity depe
dent ~de-! population via higher exciton bands.

V. EXCITON POPULATION RELAXATION

For many aggregates, several population relaxat
times have been reported. TDBC is no exception to this ru
Makio et al. reported an exciton lifetime of 62 ps,30 while
Lindrum et al. concluded that this lifetime was 96 ps.31 It is
now well-established that the experimental excitation inte
sity strongly influences the observed decay rate.44–46This is
usually interpreted phenomenologically in terms of exciton
exciton annihilation,46 without further specification of the
physics of the annihilation process. Also, multiexponent
decay is often observed,31,40,43which can in principle be ex-
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plained in terms of a distribution of exciton delocalization
lengths in the sample.13 However, the decay times of the
multiexponent may differ considerably,31,40,43which suggests
that fundamentally different states contribute to the observe
decay. We present here results on the population decay
TDBC in water, and interpret these in a simple kinetic
model, based on population dynamics among the various e
citon bands. Both the annihilation picture and multiexponen
tial population decay can be obtained from this model when
the proper limits of the decay parameters are taken.

In Fig. 4~a! the result is shown of a population-grating
scattering experiment. Here, two femtosecond excitatio
pulses, with wave vectorsk1 and k2, are crossed with an
angle of;5° in the sample, in order to induce a spatially
modulated distribution of excited aggregates. A third pulse
with wave vectork3, scatters from the resulting amplitude
hologram in the phase-matched directionks5k36~k22k1!.
The beam geometry is shown in the inset of Fig. 4~a!. When
the delay of the third pulse is varied, the scattered intensit

FIG. 4. ~a! Grating scattering signal of TDBC in water, measured with 10 fs
optical pulses. The layout of the experiment is shown in the inset. The prob
beamk3 is not in the same plane as the excitation beamsk1 and k2. The
smooth solid curve is a calculation, based on the exciton–exciton annihila
tion model of Eq.~15! with parameters mentioned in the text. The grating
scattering signal is proportional ton1e(t) squared.~b! Time-resolved single-
photon counting decay of TDBC in water. The solid curve is the experimen
and the dashed one the time response of the system, as measured from
nonabsorbing scattering medium. The smooth solid curve is a convolution o
the system response with the exciton–exciton annihilation theory of Eq
~15!. The photon counting signal is proportional ton1e(t).
2, No. 1, 1 January 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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27van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
reflects the dynamics of all exciton states that are involved
the formation of the population grating.47,48

The result of Fig. 4~a! shows a maximum in the signa
when the third pulse overlaps in time with the excitatio
pulses. This effect is partly due to coherent coupling of
beams, similar to the coherent artefact of the pump–pro
experiment discussed in Sec. IV. When the third pulse
well-separated in time from the excitation beams, a fast
cay of the scattering signal of about 1.4 ps is observed. T
interpretation seems to be clear; the population life time
the one-excitons is 2.8 ps~the factor of 2 is due to the fac
that the signal is proportional to the spatially modulat
population squared!. However, the fact that the trace deviate
significantly from being monoexponential indicates that th
interpretation is not sufficient for a full description of th
population decay process.

In Fig. 4~b! the result is shown of a fluorescence lif
time experiment, in which one femtosecond pulse is used
excite the sample and the emitted photons are individua
timed at the detector. In this way the population dynamics
the excitons is studied as well, but now on a much long
time scale. The measured response contains a long com
nent, which decays with a~close to monoexponential! time
constant of 220 ps, and a short one that cannot be tim
resolved by our setup, but that could very well be the 2.8
derived from the grating scattering experiment. The lo
component only makes up about 1% of the overall dec
Both components are emitted in the spectral range of
aggregate transitions; monomer emission or pump–pu
straylight do not contribute to these signals.

To connect the results of the grating scattering expe
ment with that of the single-photon counting experiment, w
consider a simple kinetic model for the population dynam
in the one- and two-exciton bands. The level structure
each band is neglected~the emission is dominated by th
strongest transition in each band!, and higher multiexciton
bands are not considered either. Extensions of the mo
which include these bands and the level structure are ea
constructed. Here we concentrate on the essential featu
The simplified population kinetics can thus be expressed
terms of the following differential equations:

dng
dt

51g1e→gn1e1g2e→gn2e ,

dn1e
dt

52g1e→gn1e2gcolln1e
2 1~g2e→1e12gdiss!n2e ,

~13!

dn2e
dt

51
gcoll

2
n1e
2 2~g2e→1e1g2e→g1gdiss!n2e .

Here, ng , n1e, and n2e are the populations of the groun
state and one- and two-exciton bands, respectively. The r
g1e→g, g2e→1e, andg2e→g hold for the spontaneous relax
ation processes of the exciton bands, in which photons
emitted or energy is released as heat to the material. The
gcoll describes a process in which the higher exciton band
populated from the lower one. In this picture, two excitatio
on the same aggregate chain, that are separated by more
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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the exciton delocalization length, are thought of as two inde
pendent one-excitons. These excitons propagate in a diff
sive way along the chain, with a velocity that is probably to
a large extent determined by the fluctuations of the molecul
energy levels. A ‘‘collision’’ between two propagating one-
excitons may then occur with a probability proportional to
the one-exciton density squared. When this happens, tw
one-excitons are converted into one two-exciton. The invers
process is also taken into account, in which one two-excito
is converted into two one-excitons that are separated by mo
than the delocalization length. The rate constant for thi
‘‘dissociation’’ process isgdiss, which is also expected to be
governed~in an as yet unknown way! by the energy fluctua-
tions in the aggregate chain. All rate constants of Eq.~13! are
depicted in Fig. 2.

Two limiting cases of Eqs.~13! give analytical solutions
that were used previously in the analysis of nonexponenti
decay profiles of population relaxation in aggregates.31,43–46

When it is assumed that the spatial diffusion of excitation i
very slow, the rate constantsgcoll andgdissapproach zero and
the corresponding terms in Eqs.~13! can be neglected. The
solution of Eqs.~13! for the excited state populationsn1e and
n2e of the one- and two-exciton bands then is

n1e~ t !5n1e~0! exp~2g1e→gt !

1
g2e→1en2e~0!

g2e→1e1g2e→g2g1e→g
$exp~2g1e→gt !

2exp@2~g2e→1e1g2e→g!t#%

n2e~ t !5n2e~0! exp@2~g2e→1e1g2e→g!t#. ~14!

Hence, if the population dynamics of both bands is measure
simultaneously, biexponential behavior is observed, with th
relative magnitude of both components determined by th
excitation efficiency and emission cross section of bot
bands. Intensity dependence of the decay is thus expecte
When more bands are included in the model, this result ge
eralizes to multiexponential decays.

Our results from the grating scattering experiment an
the single photon counting can thus be interpreted in th
following way: the excitation pulse~s! populate both the one-
and two-exciton bands. These relax according to Eqs.~14!
with a total decay constant~g2e→1e1g2e→g!

2152.8 ps for
the two-exciton band, and a decay constant~g1e→g!

215220
ps for the one-exciton band. However, the experimentall
observed ratio of the two contributions~99% of the single
photon counting decay occurs in 2.8 ps! can only be ex-
plained when the quantum yield for emission from the one
exciton band is much lower than for emission from the two
exciton band. This seems not very likely.

Another limit, in which Eqs.~13! can be solved analyti-
cally, is obtained when the lifetime of the two-exciton band
is assumed to be very short, and dominated by the relaxati
rateg2e→1e. At high excitation density, the population decay
of the one-exciton band is then determined by collisiona
population of the two-exciton band, which subsequently rap
idly relaxes back to the one-exciton band. In this process on
of the two original colliding one-excitons is ‘‘annihilated.’’
The differential equation for the one-exciton population o
, No. 1, 1 January 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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28 van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
Eq. ~13! then simplifies todn1e/dt52g1e→gn1e2
1
2gcolln1e

2 ,
a form that was extensively used in the interpretation of flu
rescence decays of PIC aggregates.46 In this limit
~g2e→1e→`!, the solution of Eqs.~13! for the excited state
populationsn1e andn2e of the one- and two-exciton bands i

n1e~ t !5
2g1e→gn1e~0! exp~2g1e→gt !

2g1e→g1gcolln1e~0!@12exp~2g1e→gt !#
,

~15!
n2e~ t !'0.

In this model intensity dependent population relaxation
expected as well, since the annihilation process depends
the population density of one-excitons squared.

Our results from the grating scattering experiment a
the single photon counting can now be interpreted in a d
ferent way; the optical pulse~s! cause multiple excitations on
each aggregate. Due to the limited exciton delocalizat
length of about 15 monomers, these excitations can be c
sidered as independent one-excitons. The two-exciton b
is also populated~two single-molecule excitations within the
delocalization length!, but relaxation from this band is ex
tremely fast due, for instance, to coupling with highly e
cited single-molecule states or the conduction band of
aggregates. Therefore, population in this band is negligi
and does not contribute to either the grating scattering s
nals or the single-photon counting decay@except perhaps
around zero-delay, where it contributes to the observed a
tional peaks in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. Since the one-excitons
propagate in a diffusive manner, they may meet each ot
with a probability equal to the population density square
Rapid depopulation then follows via excitation and decay
the two-exciton band. At long times, when the concentrati
of one-excitons has become so low that the collision pro
ability vanishes, Eq.~15! predicts single-exponential decay
n1e(t);exp~2g1e→gt).

The solid curves in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! are calculated
with the annihilation model of Eq.~15!. To obtain the decay
parameters from the fits, the initial excitation density must
known. This can be calculated from the optical density of t
sample and the beam parameters of the optical pulses, w
it is assumed that for every absorbed photon a one-exc
arises. This is most accurately done for the grating scatte
experiment, because there the excitation is performed in
cus. The relevant density of excitons was found to
n1e~0!51.5531015 excitations cm23 pulse21 for the experi-
ment of Fig. 4~a!. The decay constants are then derived to
~g1e→g!

215220 ps for the spontaneous decay of the on
excitons, andgcoll51.0231023 cm3 s21 for the annihilation
process. This last number is about a factor of 2 smaller th
the annihilation values reported for PIC aggregates by Ga
et al.43 and Sundstro¨m et al.46 With our parameters one can
calculate that the excitation intensity of the grating expe
ment should be a factor of 104 less than the intensities use
here, in order to do experiments free from annihilation. W
our detection sensitivity this limit could not be reached.

In Fig. 5 is shown how the decay of one-excitons occu
at a certain density. When the physical size of the TDB
aggregates is known, this curve could be used to calcu
the mobility of the one-excitons. Currently, this size is u
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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known. In fact, it is at the moment not clear whether th
annihilation limit of Eqs.~13! truly holds for TDBC. To de-
termine this, it is necessary to perform additional populati
relaxation experiments as a function of excitation dens
and in particular as a function of detection frequency,
assess the relative contributions to the signals from the v
ous exciton bands. Such experiments are planned. For
moment it can be stated that the annihilation picture d
scribes all population relaxation features well, with the e
ception of the strong grating scattering and photon count
signals around zero-delay. As stated above, coher
coupling between the optical beams will certainly contribu
to the grating scattering signal when all pulses overlap
time, and resonance Rayleigh scattering may contribute
the fluorescence decay data at zero delay. However, it ca
the moment not be excluded that incoherent population
laxation from the higher exciton bands contributes to the
signals as well.

VI. EXCITON DEPHASING DYNAMICS

The optical absorption spectrum of TDBC in water~Fig.
1! does not show a well-defined sequence of lines, cor
sponding to excitation of the variousk-states depicted in Fig.
2. Considerable line broadening is present due to coupl
between the excitons and other degrees of freedom on
chains and in the liquid. A well-known situation occurs whe
this coupling induces fluctuations of the exciton energy le
els on two distinct time scales, very fast~e.g., due to high-
frequency exciton–phonon-type interactions! and very slow
~e.g., due to long range density fluctuations!. This gives rise
to homogeneous and inhomogeneous line shapes, res
tively. When these two type of system–environment intera
tions are independent of each other, the absorption line sh
of the aggregate is a convolution of the line shapes that re
from each individual process.

As discussed in Sec. IV, the perturbations of the agg
gate energy levels cause, next to optical dephasing, local
tion of the electronic excitations. The dynamic character
the coupling with the environment gives rise to time

FIG. 5. Decay characteristics of one excitons in the annihilation model
Eq. ~15!. The sensitivity of our grating scattering setup is insufficient
detect a signal from exciton densities low enough to make annihilat
negligible ~n1e,10213 cm23!.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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29van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
dependence of the exciton delocalization length of each a
gregate. The delocalization length is therefore directly r
lated to the optical dephasing of an ensemble of exciton
systems. Simply stated, when the dynamic perturbations
the molecular energy levels are small, the delocalizatio
length of the excitons is large, and the optical dephasing
slow.

The delocalization of the excitation has important con
sequences for the observed broadening of optical transitio
since the exciton averages over many single-molecule flu
tuations. This is well-established for static distributions o
molecular energies~inhomogeneous broadening!, where it
was shown that the width of the absorption line shape of
aggregate is narrowed by the square root of the delocali
tion length ~N1/2! compared to the distribution in single-
molecule energies.12 This is known as exchange- or
motional-narrowing. For very fast fluctuations no suc
theory exists, but often it is assumed that the homogeneo
dephasing rate of excitonic transitions is simply identical
those of the single molecules.9 This means that the exchange
narrowing process is completely ignored for fast single
molecule fluctuations, an assumption that lacks theoretic
backing at the moment.

Since exciton dynamics at room temperature is large
determined by phase fluctuations, we decided to perfo
photon echo experiments on TDBC aggregates in water.
these experiments a short optical pulse with wave vectork1
creates a coherent superposition of exciton states and
ground state, that subsequently decays due to optical deph
ing processes. A second short pulse with wave vectork2
starts rephasing in the sample when there is memory of
dephasing processes that occurred before. This is for insta
the case when the optical dephasing is caused by a static
slowly fluctuating distribution of exciton transition energies
Due to the rephasing, the initial superposition state is th
~partly! recovered, which can be observed as a burst of c
herent radiation, the photon echo, in the direction 2k2-k1.
When there are additional fluctuations in the sample, wi
memory times that are short on the time scale of the pu
separation, the photon echo intensity will decrease when
delay between the pulses is increased.20,21 Thus, the echo
signal can be used to separate fast and slow fluctuations
optical transitions, and characterize their time domain beha
ior.

The layout of the photon echo experiment and results f
three different pulse energies are shown in Fig. 6~a!. The
intensities are rescaled so that the tails of the signals overl
We find that the shapes of these tails are intensity indepe
dent, but that the behavior near zero delay saturates when
pulse energy is increased. It is at the moment not clear wh
causes this saturation phenomenon. In principle many opti
transitions of the aggregate contribute to the observed s
nals. If we consider the ground state and thek51 one-
exciton state as a two-level system, the pulse angle of ea
optical pulse is in the order ofQ'p/2.49 In this limit many
other transitions from the ground state to the one-excit
band, from the one-exciton band to the two-exciton ban
and probably between higher exciton bands, contribute to t
echo signal as well. All these transitions beat against ea
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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other, with initial phase factors that are sometimes in-phas
and sometimes out of phase with each other. Although ph
ton echo formation under these circumstances has be
treated in model calculations by Spano,50 a quantitative
analysis of the high-intensity traces of Fig. 6~a! is very com-
plicated. In addition, it is possible that dynamic Stark shifts
of the energy levels also determine the relative phases of t
various contributions,43 which complicates a description
even more. We will therefore leave a full account of thes
effects for a future article.

When the intensity of the optical pulses is lowered, an
echo trace is obtained with a shape that does not depend
intensity anymore. Thus, the formation of the echo can b
treated in a perturbative way. The contributions from the
various transitions are then proportional to the fourth powe
of the respective oscillator strengths~;mi

8), with interfer-
ence terms between them in which powers of each oscillat
strength are multiplied. Since the transition from the groun
state to thek51 one-exciton state has by far the largest os

FIG. 6. ~a! Two-pulse photon echo decay of TDBC in water for three pulse
energies; 0.05 nJ~solid line!, 0.15 nJ~dashed line!, and 0.25 nJ~dotted line!.
The layout of the experiment is shown in the inset. The echo intensit
increases strongly with pulse energy, but the scales have been readjuste
overlap the tail parts of the decay. Increasing saturation of the signals
evident in the dashed and dotted traces, when the pulse energy becom
higher than;0.08 nJ.~b! Two-pulse photon echo signal in the low pulse
energy, perturbative limit~dotted line!. The experimental curve is compared
to a theoretical one~solid line!, based upon Eq.~21!, in which stochastic
fluctuations were assumed with correlation times of 5 fs and 10 ps, an
amplitudes of 10 THz and 54 THz, respectively.
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30 van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
cillator strength@Eq. ~8!#, it dominates the photon echo ex
periment in these circumstances. To a good approxima
contributions from all other transitions from the ground sta
to the one-exciton band can be ignored. However, this d
not mean that the experiment can be treated in a two-le
approximation, since transitions from the one- to the tw
exciton band have to be considered as well.

The two-exciton band, which can be reached with tw
system–field interactions, in principle contributes in the p
turbative limit to the observed echo trace as well. The stro
gest transition from thek51 one-exciton state is to the
k1k252,1 two-exciton state@Eq. ~10!#, so the total third or-
der nonlinear response of the aggregates can be describ
terms of a three-level system, consisting of a ground st
ug&, a one-exciton stateu1e&5uk51&, and a two-exciton state
u2e&5uk152, k251&. In Fig. 7 is shown that there are thre
independent contributions to the echo amplitude in such
three-level system. In total there are eight of these diagra
for scattering in the phase matched direction 2k22k1, but
only those which contain the possibility of rephasing of o
tical coherence are represented here. A full account of
echo formation, including the five correction terms witho
rephasing, will be given elsewhere.51

The important point is that there is a contribution, re
resented by the last diagram of Fig. 7, that is due to
presence of the two-exciton band. This term gives a sig
that radiates with the optical frequencies of the one- to tw
exciton transitions. Initially, at zero delay, it is out of phas
with the two other contributions. This means that destruct
interference occurs between the various signal amplitude52

Since the first two terms radiate at the frequencyvg→k51 and
the third one at the frequencyvk51→k1k252,1, oscillations in
the echo intensity occur with the difference frequencyDv,
which is given by Eq.~11!.

An expression for the echo signal is easily obtained fro
the diagrams of Fig. 7, when it is assumed that the fluct
tions on both optical transitions are correlated. In that ca
dephasing on one transition can be nullified by rephasing
another one. This correlation was demonstrated some t

FIG. 7. Double-sided Feynman diagrams for photon echo generation
three-level system, consisting of a ground stateug&, a one-exciton stateu1e&,
and a two-exciton stateu2e&. The first two diagrams hold for a two-leve
system as well; the third one, which inherently is out of phase with the fi
two, is due to the presence of an additional level that can be reached
the first excited state.
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ago for the inhomogeneous widths of optical transitions
gas-phase53 and low-temperature solid54 multilevel systems.
For liquids, where there is no proper~static! inhomogeneous
width, but rather frequency fluctuations on multiple tim
scales, this correlation between fluctuations of optical tran
tions in multilevel systems is not as well established. How
ever, when we assume that the correlation is there, we fi
that the echo amplitude is proportional to

Aecho~ t,t!

;H 22
mk1k2 ,k

mk,g

3exp@ i ~vg→k512vk51→k1k252,1!~ t2t!#JRecho~ t,t!.

~16!

Here, pulse delayt and timet are counted from the applica-
tion of the first pulse, andRecho(t,t! is a relaxation function
that depends on the dynamical model of the optical syste
The first part of Eq.~16! also holds for a two-level system,
while the second part is due to the presence of the tw
exciton band.

It is usually assumed that at room temperature popu
tion relaxation is much slower than optical dephasing, so th
its contribution to the line shape of the optical transition~s!
can be ignored. However, in case of the multiexciton ban
of aggregates this cannot be taken for granted. In the ann
lation model of the previous section it was assumed that t
lifetime of the two-exciton band is much shorter than an
other population relaxation time in the lowest two excito
bands, which gives an upper limit on this lifetime of abou
~g2e→1e!

21,2 ps. Now, if we assume that population relax
ation is much slower than optical dephasing, a lower limit
obtained as well;~g2e→1e!

21.200 fs. Since these two limits
are compatible, we will ignore population relaxation for th
moment in the discussion of optical dephasing.

Instead of assuming the presence of infinitely fast~Mar-
kovian! fluctuations, leading to exponential damping pro
cesses and Lorentzian line shapes, and infinitely slow~static!
fluctuations, leading to inhomogeneous damping proces
and line shapes, we will use a more general treatment, and
the aggregate energy levels fluctuate stochastically on t
characteristic time scales. This means that the transition f
quency of each aggregate varies randomly asv~t!5v0
1dv(t). The statistics of the time dependent part,dv~t!, can
be evaluated for an ensemble of aggregates in terms o
correlation function that depends on the physics of th
system–heat bath interaction.55,56 For Gaussian statistics of
both the fast and slow parts of the fluctuations, this can
written as

^dv~ t !dv~0!&5Dslow
2 exp~2Lslowt !

1D fast
2 exp~2L

fast
t !. ~17!

Here, D is the root mean square amplitude andL is the
inverse correlation time~tc!

21 of the excursions of the tran-
sition frequencies around the average valuev0.

Using Eq. ~17!, all optical relaxation functions can be
evaluated. For linear response, the result is21,28,55,56

a

st
om
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31van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
Rlinear~ t !5exp@2g~ t !# ~18!

while for the echo amplitude of Eq.~16! the relaxation func-
tion R(t,t) is21,28,57,58

Recho~ t,t!5exp@22g~ t2t!22g~t!1g~ t !#. ~19!

Here, the line shape functiong(t) is given by

g~ t !5gslow~ t !1gfast~ t !

5
Dslow
2

Lslow
2 @exp~2Lslowt !1Lslowt21#

1
D fast
2

L fast
2 @exp~2L fastt !1L fastt21#. ~20!

When the slow fluctuations approach the static lim
(tc5Lslow

21 →`!, and the fast fluctuations the Markovian lim
~tc5Lfast

21→0!, the line shape functions are simpl
gslow~t!5D2t2/2 andgfast~t!5D2t/L. The relaxation function
for linear response Eq.~18! then is the product of a Gaussia
and exponential decay, and the corresponding frequency
main spectrum a convolution of a Gaussian and Lorentz
line shape. Thus, conventional inhomogeneous and homo
neous broadening emerge as limits of the more general, n
Markovian treatment adopted here.

In Fig. 6~b! the measured photon echo trace at low pu
energy is compared to a calculation of the signal. Since
detector integrates the echo intensity over all timest, and the
optical pulses have a finite duration, the theoretical expr
sion for the signalSecho~t! is

Secho~t!5H E
t

`

@Aecho~ t,t!#2dtJ ^T~t!, ~21!

whereT~t! is a measure of the time resolution,^ designates
a convolution, andRecho~t,t) is given by Eq.~16!. The theo-
retical curve of Fig. 6~b! was calculated with Eq.~21!, using
the line shape function Eq.~20! with parameters values
Dslow510 THz,Lslow

21 510 ps andDfast554 THz,Lfast
2155 fs.

The contribution to the signal from the two-exciton band~the
third diagram of Fig. 7! was found to give rise to a decreas
of the slope of the echo trace compared to a two-level c
culation with the same parameters. This is due to the fact
the two-exciton contribution initially is out of phase with th
other terms, causing destructive interference. When the de
time t is increased, the phase factor develops whereby
destructive interference becomes less efficient.

The echo signals can be fitted with the theory of Eq
~16!–~21! for a wide range of the four parameters. For i
stance, the conventional homogeneous/inhomogene
broadening picture gives a fit as good as the one shown
Fig. 6~b!. However, other consequences of the dynamic b
havior are not described well in this limit of the optical dy
namics. For instance the steady state absorption spectrum
which fluctuations on all time scales are expressed, is ca
lated to be much broader than observed experimentally. V
versa, when the absorption spectrum is fitted as a conv
tion of homogeneous and inhomogeneous width, the pho
echo trace that is calculated is longer than observed exp
mentally. We therefore have to conclude that the optical d
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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namics of the TDBC-aggregates in water has to be describ
in a non-Markovian way, just as was found for single mol
ecules in liquids.21,22 The absorption spectrumA~v! can be
calculated by summing over the various transitions from th
ground state to the one-exciton band, each broadened by
optical dynamics

A~v!5(
k

vmg→k
2 F~vg→k2v!, ~22!

whereF(vg→k2v! is the real part of the Fourier–Laplace
transform ofRlinear~t! of Eq. ~18!,

F~vg→k2v!52 ReH E
0

`

dt exp@ i ~vg→k2v!t#

3R
linear

~ t !J . ~23!

When we use the parameters of the echo trace of Fig. 6~b! to
calculate the absorption spectrum with Eq.~22!, the experi-
mental trace is simulated rather well. This is shown in Fig. 8
where theoretical absorption spectra are depicted for two a
gregates with exciton delocalization lengthsN514 and
N516. The fluctuations of the delocalization lengths in th
sample give rise to the smooth asymmetric absorption profi
of the one-exciton band.

The photon echo decays of TDBC aggregates in wate
shown in Figs. 6 are longer than ever measured before in
room temperature liquid.20–26The reason for this slow opti-
cal dephasing is the motional averaging of the exciton ov
the energetic perturbations, caused by the rapid motions
the molecules in the liquid. Unfortunately, we have no infor
mation of the optical dephasing of TDBC monomers t
evaluate the averaging process quantitatively. In fact, for w
ter there are no reliable data known to us on the optic
dynamics of any single-molecule solution, possibly becau

FIG. 8. Absorption spectrum of TDBC in water~solid line!, with two cal-
culations based on lineshape function Eq.~22!, in which stochastic fluctua-
tions on time scales of 5 fs and 10 ps are assumed, with amplitudes of
THz and 54 THz, respectively. The level structure in the one-exciton ban
shows up as oscillations in the calculated absorption profile, for excito
delocalization lengths of 14 molecules~dashed line! and 16 molecules~dot-
ted line!. In the experiment a distribution of delocalization lengths is
present, which leads to a smooth asymmetric absorption profile.
, No. 1, 1 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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32 van Burgel, Wiersma, and Duppen: One-dimensional excitons in liquids
the dynamics is too fast to measure. For the monomer m
ecules DODCI25 and HITCI,26 whose molecular structure is
similar to that of TDBC, we found in ethylene–glycol tha
the parameters of the fast fluctuations are similar to those
TDBC-aggregates in water. The amplitude of the slow flu
tuations is considerably less for the aggregates than for
single molecules~about a factor of 6!. The correlation times
of the slow fluctuations are similar, but this is not a sensitiv
parameter in the fitting of the echo traces, since the tim
scale of the experiment is much shorter than this correlati
time.

We can conclude from the comparison between th
single-molecule data in ethylene–glycol and TDBC
aggregates in water, that motional averaging is effective f
the slow components of the fluctuations. The time scale
which the exciton averages over single-molecule propert
is much faster than the single-molecule dynamics, so t
conventional theory of averaging over static properties hold
the amplitudeDslow is much smaller for aggregates than fo
single molecules, and the reduction may well be describ
by the staticN1/2 scaling law, mentioned at the beginning o
this section.12

The situation for the fast part of the fluctuations is les
clear. The parametersDfast andLfast that we find for TDBC-
aggregates in water, are similar to those of DODCI an
HITCI single-molecules in ethylene glycol. This would seem
to indicate that motional averaging has no effect on the
fluctuations. On the other hand, it can be expected that
fluctuations are faster and have larger amplitudes in wa
than in ethylene glycol. Then the similarity of the paramete
is accidental, and motional averagingdoesaffect the fast part
of the fluctuations. The efficiency of motional averaging o
fast fluctuations is determined by time scales. When t
single-molecule fluctuations are infinitely fast~compared to
the exciton averaging motion!, each fluctuation event is an
independent process. In this limit no motional averaging c
be expected. When the single-molecule fluctuations occ
over a certain time-span, characterized by a finite correlati
time Lfast

21 , motional averaging can take place, with an effi
ciency determined by the time scale of the coherent excit
motion. A microscopic theory for this general case has n
yet been formulated.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The population decay and optical dephasing of roo
temperature molecular aggregates were studied by pum
probe experiments, grating scattering, fluorescence life tim
experiments and two-pulse photon echoes. In all of the
experiments it turned out to be insufficient to look at th
one-exciton band only. From the grating scattering and ph
ton counting experiments it was concluded that the tw
exciton band participated in the population kinetics of th
excitons, by serving as a decay channel for the one-excit
band through exciton–exciton annihilation. The transition
from the one-exciton band to the two-exciton band were em
ployed in frequency-resolved pump–probe experiments
establish the average delocalization length of the excito
along the aggregate chains. And finally, it was found that t
two-exciton band could not be ignored in the photon ech
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬06¬Feb¬2006¬to¬129.125.25.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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experiments either, not even when the pulse intensities w
lowered to the perturbative limit of system–field interaction

No evidence was found in any of our data for states th
are split-off from the main multiexciton bands, such as fo
example biexcitons from the two-exciton band. Such stat
would arise from specific physical interactions between e
citons on the same chain. Whereas the presence of multi
citon bands cannot be ignored in nonlinear optical expe
ments with broad bandwidth pulses, the same holds for sta
in which two or more excitons interact. Yet, for instance i
the frequency-resolved pump–probe data, no additional e
cited state resonances outside of the two-exciton band w
observed. This substantiates our approach to the aggreg
dynamics, in which interexcitonic interactions were com
pletely ignored.

The various aspects of the optical dynamics are all r
lated through the influence of the dynamic perturbations
the aggregates in the liquid. These perturbations determ
the optical dephasing of the electronic transitions of the a
gregates, influence the diffusion of the excitons along t
chains and thereby the exciton–exciton annihilation proce
and determine the delocalization length of the exciton
These parameters, that were all studied experimentally,
therefore directly related. The results of the different expe
ments were discussed in terms of a single model, based
homogeneous aggregates with nearest-neighbor coupling
phenomenological damping parameters. The conclusions
the delocalization length, population relaxation pathway
and optical dephasing of TDBC-aggregates in water are
some extent general, and do not depend on the spec
model. The parameter values may be affected, though, wh
more detailed microscopic descriptions will be used.

The effect of motional narrowing on fast and slow fluc
tuations was discussed. The narrowing of the exciton abso
tion spectrum compared to the monomer spectrum w
shown to be mainly due to a reduction of the slow fluctu
tions ~inhomogeneous broadening!. For these slow fluctua-
tions the conventional theory of static disorder may well a
ply, while for fast fluctuations the situation is still very
complex. The interpretation of the experimental results w
eventually have to be performed in a microscopic descr
tion, that directly links the dynamic behavior of the singl
molecules to that of the excitons. New experimental data
the complex electronic structure and dynamics of aggrega
will be of utmost importance to construct a reliable theory
this respect.
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